
                                                                                                                        
 

SOLAR WATER HEATERS ATLANTS FlexiPool 

FlexiPool Solar panels have designed to warm up swimming pools with the maximum efficiency at very 
reasonable costs  

Using materials of high quality guarantees a high corrosion resistance due to used chemical agents in the 
swimming pools and to the salt of the sea, effect that guarantees a longer life utility of the product. The water 
of the swimming pool circulates through solar panels ATLANTS FLEXIPOOL absorbing heat. The panels are 
connected to the existing pool water circuit, reason why it is not necessary to have heat exchanger.  

Advantages of the heating systems  Solar ATLANTS FLEXIPOOL 

The most evident advantage of the system of solar heating ATLANTS FLEXIPOOL is that the heating is free 
forever. With the use of the solar energy you save cost of  a conventional solar water heater necessary if a 
conventional system of heating is installed , shortening for that reason the period of amortization. If it is 
installed in a swimming pool already warmed up, the advantage in this case is in the fuel saving at the moment 
at which the solar panels are used to contribute the heat  
 
Moreover our systems are easy to install, no professional maintenance nor training is required, can be also 
removed easily and stored with a small area when it is not used. 
 
It is very resistant , rollable and easy to install and use by own end user 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                        
 

 

 

Latest technolgy, proffesional products , main concepts ATLANTS SOLAR WATER HEATERS 
 
 Adoption of optimized technology for a professional quality 
 
1. The effectiveness of each Solar System depends on the heat 

transference capacity. The selective layer has discharge 
absorbency and low emissivity reducing the reflection and 
conserving the thermal energy. The solar collectors of 
ATLANTS equipped with the new system work much more 
efficiently even in cloudy conditions that any other system of 
the market  

 
2. The primary objective of ATLANTS is to produce a profitable 

and efficient system. The use the quality control of the 
selective layers of the entire product is controlled by computer. 
All the data of the production are registered and reviewed by 
experience engineers. Solar ATLANTS FLEXIPOOL Collector 
reaches the level energy efficiency superior and has without 
even operation in the market.  

 
 

SOLAR WATER HEATERS FOR POOLS 
 
The solar panel FLEXIPOOL is the most profitable method of heating swimming 
pools Our windproof design can even warm up the water in a windy day  
 

The efficiency of our system is 4 times better than the other systems available.  
European technology Environmental and green heat of high effectiveness to warm up the water of the 
swimming pool without cost nor consumption.  
 
EASY TO INSTALL and TO USE, ATLANTS provides a Solar System completely modulable capable to be 
installed  by the own owner of the house, including all the parts necessary to connect to the own water 
system/cleaning/pumping of the swimming pool Responsible, efficient and ecological heating. It can 
annually prolongs the station of swimming to 9 months or more. 
Easy to install, durable and scrollable to be able to keep stored  when it is not used during long time.  
 
1. Using the pool pump, water is automatically pumped through the 

solar panel.  
2. The water is then heated as it moves through the panel.  
3. The heated water is returned back to the pool, through the return 

lines. 
4. You enjoy your own heated pool with no fuel cost. 
 

PERFORMANCE 
The design of the solar panel is so good that it could reach the most heating area, 
longest heating time and the best heating affection. 
As the solar panel is made of TPE or PE material, it won’t rust, corrode or scale. 
Plus, the panel is reversible which increases its using life.   
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                                                        
 

EASY INSTALLATION 
 
1. The FLEXIPOOL solar panel system need only two hoses: one is for connecting the pool equipment and panel, the 

other is for connecting the panel and the return fitting. 
2. The panel should be installed at the place where the sunlight will last for at least 6 hours a day.      
3. They can be installed on the roofs of the building, on the ground  or other suitable place. 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

VERSATILE INSTALLATION FOR ADAPTING TO ANY AREA 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                        
 
 

 
 

 

Reference Mts2 panel 

Flexpool-6 4.08m2 

Flexpool-5 3.4m2 

Flexpool-4 2.72m2 

 
 

Item Description G.W. N.W. 

Size of box 
individual 

(CM) Box volume PANEL SIZES 

height w d 

FlexpoolP6 6M PANEL SOLAR-LDPE 10,8 9,8 40 40 79 0,126  6mx68cm 

FlexpoolP5 5M PANEL SOLAR-LDPE 9,8 8,8 38 38 79 0,114  5mx68cm 

FlexpoolP4 4M PANEL SOLAR-LDPE 8,8 7,8 36 36 79 0,102  4mx68cm 
 
 
 
Max output temperature of water +45-60ºC 
Water output is based in pump installed in pool system, typical 3 Tons water/hour. 
 
Please contact to our engineers for confirming the optimum FLEXIPOOL system needed for your SWIMMING 
POOL .  
 
FlexiPool solar panels are also suitable for preheating water for reducing costs in thermal installations. 
 
GREAT ADVANTATGES IN FROM OF SOLAR/VACUUM TUBE COLLECTORS : 
WATER VOLUME CAPACITY HIGH 
FLOW RATE HIGHER 
AUX.HEAT EXCHANGER NO NEEDED 
HEAT TRANSFER MEDIUM NO NEEDED 
MAX .TEMPERATURE 45º TO 60ºC 
MATERIAL STRESS VERY LOW 
SYSTEM CIRCUIT LAYOUT SIMPLE 
CHLORINE/SALT RESISTANT YES 
SUBJECT TO CORROSION NO 
MANUAL OPERATION POSSIBLE 
EFFICIENCY AT 28ºC THE BEST  
ROOF LOAD YES 
ASSEMBLY VERY EASY 
SET UP TIME QUICK 
HAIL-RESISTANT YES 
STORM RESISTANT YES 
RUNNING COSTS ZERO 
MAINTENANCE 100% FREE 
SUITABLE FOR POOLS THE BEST SYSTEM 
ROLLABLE YES 
EASY TO STORE YES 
LIFE SPAN THE LONGEST 
 
 


